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If it isn’t too late! a very

Happy New Year

W

elcome back to all
of our students;
and,
indeed,
welcome to all of our new
students who have joined us
in January. If it isn’t too late
to wish each and every one of
you a very Happy New Year,
then we would be delighted
to do that! Whether you are
a returning student on one
of our Top-up, FdA or HND
Programmes, or you have just
joined us on an HND or FdA
Programme, Nelson College
London would like to convey

Whatever the
future holds,
these will be
memorable
years for us all
the warmest welcome back
from the winter break, to all
of you.
We hope you have been able
to take some time to relax
over the holidays and see
family and friends.
We continue to live in
strange times, so we would

like to thank you all for
your patience, and indeed
perseverance and diligence,
in your continued efforts
with your studies. Whatever
the future holds, these will be
memorable years for us all.
We wanted to update the
College community on our
plans for this term. We will
continue with our policy to
maximise in-person teaching,
in line with government
rules and Department for
Education guidance.
We will also follow their

guidance by encouraging all
our students, and all of our
staff, to wear masks at all
times (unless exempt).
We have a packed newsletter
for you, capturing all the news
and as many of the events
and occasions as we can,
that have happened since our
last newsletter. Don’t forget,
this is your newsletter, so if
you have something that you
would like to see in the next
edition, then do not hesitate
to chat to Lucia to make her
aware of the story.
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Communication

for students

N

ew Degree Awarding
Powers (DAPs) - what,
why, when and how?
The Nelson College London
Strategic Plan (2020-2025)
includes an objective to pursue
an application for degree
awarding powers. To support
this objective the College has
recently appointed a Project
Manager - Kate Stoneman - to
help to ‘make it happen’. This
is an exciting project for the
College and this article aims to
explain what it is, why we are
doing it, and when and how it
will happen.
Currently, NCL collaborates
with London Metropolitan
University
(LMU),
our
validating
partner,
to
deliver undergraduate and
postgraduate
degrees
in
Business
and
Hospitality
Management. This means
that our students receive a
degree certificate from LMU on
successful completion of their
degree. NCL’s ambition is to be
able to award its own degrees
without this additional support
and to have our own name on
the degree certificates. Gaining
degree awarding powers will
also give the College more
flexibility to be responsive to
our students’ needs through
the enhancement of learning,
teaching and the wider student
experience. NCL’s NSS scores
already demonstrate the great

work that students and staff
are doing but the next step is to
prove this to our regulators.
UK degrees are very well
respected globally and this
is partly due to the rigorous
standards set out by external
regulators (including the Office
for Students and the Quality
Assurance Agency). These
standards must be maintained
to ensure every student receives
the best learning opportunities
possible. To gain our own
degree awarding powers, NCL
must demonstrate how it will
meet these standards, without
support from a collaborative
partner.
In the coming months, the
College will be preparing
an application called a selfassessment document and
collating a range of supporting
evidence that shows how we
meet the numerous criteria set
out by the Office for Students.
NCL is just starting out on this
journey, and it will take time.
Turning it into a project is a
structured way of looking at
everything we do and actively
seeking ways to make it even
better, for the benefit of all our
students. Most of the work
will initially be happening
behind the scenes and further
updates will be shared in future
newsletters and through our
existing network of student
representatives.

Ten Steps
to your
Dream Job

Joining other KEC
publications such as
their mini-guides, the
Career Planning Journal
and the cookery book
is our latest publication:
Ten Steps to your Dream
Job. The book is written
by our own Bruce A
J McLauchlan, and is
aimed at all students
– even those that have
just started, as it takes
you on a journey of the
things that you should
be doing now to prepare
yourself for the future.
It then goes on through
the things to do all
the way up to landing
that dream job. In fact,
there are a couple of

afterwords which take
it beyond even that and
well into your futures!
The book sits
alongside the NCL
Careers Hub and the
Career Advisory Service
[CAS] in our evergrowing arsenal of tools
to help each and every
one of our students
to prepare for today,
tomorrow, and beyond!
It launched in January,
so you should have got
your hands on a copy
by now; if you have not
received one, or are
interested in any of our
other publications, then
pop into see us in Gants
Hill to pick one up.
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Art &
Mental
Health
with Koby
Martin

On Wednesday 13th October, we had
the pleasure of hosting the first Art &
Mental Health workshop here at NCL.
It was hosted at Gants Hill Campus with
amazing views and natural light coming
through the big windows contributing to
a relaxing atmosphere.
The Art & Mental health workshop
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was a project curated/organised by the
Welfare Team, who invited Koby Martin,
a Ghanaian-born and British-based
international artist.
Koby has a wide background in the arts
industry, plus is a mental health advocate.
His art is a visual representation on his
journey with mental health, immigration,
and other life experiences.
The purpose of the event was to provide
to our students a safe space to talk about
mental health, to unwind and relax,
whilst having this time scheduled in their
academic timetable to provide them with
the opportunity to attend. During this time,
our students heard Koby’s journey from
Ghana to London, his experience going
through education as an international
student, immigration, failure, grief, and
how art changed the narrative for him
making an international brand out of his
name among other topics.
Our students also shared their own
experiences with mental health, discussed
coping mechanisms with Koby and

explored the world of fine art.
For the most dynamic part of the
workshop, our students expressed their
emotions into canvases which were
provided along with brushes, pallets, and
other artistic materials.
Our students reacted positively to the
experience and shared their own stories
overcoming mental health challenges and
tips.
Overall, it was an incredibly positive
experience that would lead the way for
upcoming events and workshops.
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Chelsea Chelsea,
Chelsea Chelsea

We’re gonna make
this a Blue Day
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There was a palpable air of
excitement amongst our
BA Top Up students, as they
headed for a curricular field
trip: an educational tour to
Chelsea Stadium on the 14th
of October 2021. Even nonChelsea fans were excited by
the prospect!
The
visit
provided
students with an exciting
insight into matchday and
non-matchday operations
at the Chelsea Club. The
Educational tour at the
stadium was led by a
fantastic tour guide who kept
students’ attention through
his humorous anecdotes.
The talk focused on
merchandise,
marketing,
finance and staffing. This
was a great resource for
coursework and revision for
students who were studying
Business and Marketing.
The tour also provided the
opportunity to walk in the
footsteps of Blues legends, sit
in the seat of their favourite
player in the Dressing
Room, walk through the
players’ tunnel to the roar
of the capacity crowd to the
Pitchside.
Chelsea’s award-winning
museum experience allowed
students the opportunity
to visit the Trophy Room
showcasing all of Chelsea
FC’s silverware. Each student
received a free Chelsea FC
Lanyard.
The press room experience
was so memorable where
students got an opportunity
to be the Chelsea Manager
for a moment talking to the
Press. Our students captured
these rare special moments
for treasured memories.
Many students express
a wish to return to Chelsea
Stadium with family and
friends. We are pleased to
receive excellent feedback
from the students for
organising the event. Thanks
to the Chelsea Staff who
made us feel very welcome
and provided us with this
memorable experience.

CAS Testimonials
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KEC’s Careers Advisory Service [CAS]
has now been up and running for six
months, and has been helping students,
with one-to-one sessions, on all aspects
of employability; from writing CVs, to
searching for, and applying for, jobs, there
have been interview coaching sessions
and mock interviews, too. In the last
month alone, The CAS has helped six
students all the way through to securing
a job!
Here is what some of the students have
had to say:
1. “Thank you very much for all the help
that I have received from CAS. They have
helping me a lot to prepare my CV. And,
thanks to them, I can now change my job.
Thank you very much Kashka and Sharifa
for your help” – Emilia Elena
2. “I am very pleased with all the
meeting/lessons I had with CAS it was a
fantastic” – Francis Kofi Brebson
3. Thanks for meeting me so you can
give me some tips for my interview. Your
advice is always very valuable to me,
especially with regard to interviewing
skills – which are an especially strong
service of yours.
I practiced the
introduction and the concluding remark
as we discussed and I already feel much
more confident in the conduct. Your
words of encouragement helped a lot
to calm my nerves. I appreciate your
continued interest and guidance in my
career. - Eva

Interview Q&A Via Teams:
Yvonne Divila
Q: How did the CAS help you find work?
A: The CAS team helped me a lot, they edited my CV into
a more professional one and they helped to prepare me for
interviews.
Q: How long did it take you to get a job once you joined CAS?
A: I joined in May, I started to get interviews for jobs in July,
even though I was only attending every alternative week. I
was having mock interview practice to develop my skills and
confidence.
Q: How long have you been unemployed even before
joining CAS?
A: 2 years
Testimonial: Thank you so much to CAS team for giving me
opportunity to have the one-on-one CAS sessions and getting
me ready for interviews and any other job based on my course.
Once again Thank You Team. I hope all those who have been
attending The CAS and The Breakfast Club get the jobs that
they are seeking too! Good Luck!

Please contact to book a Career
Advisory Session (CAS)
E-mail: a.maiz@nelsoncollege.ac.uk
Farah - Administrative Executive
(Providing Maternity Cover for the
Career Development & Employability
Manager)

KEC are constantly
developing new
ways to enhance
students’ learning
Nano
Learning
Moments

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZpKV5q276f503uT354fMvVtPk_qCCCtb
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O

n Wednesday 03 November, KEC,
on behalf of NCL, invited Cliff
Bashforth, the Managing Director
of CMB, The Image Consultants, to attend
the College to run a session on dressing
to impress for some of the College’s staff.
The session was focussed upon styles and
colours that were appropriate for each of
the individuals.
This was determined by the colour
of each person’s eyes and hair, and the
tone of their skin. Those present found
the session very inspiring and were
particularly enlightened when Cliff started
holding different colour swatches against
attendees, which really demonstrated the
impact of the right colour combinations.
The session also demonstrated the
impact of the best styles for different
body types – not just obvious factors such
as height, but also aspects such as the
proportion of leg-length to torso-length.
There was a dual purpose to the event,
whilst its primary purpose was to offer
guidance to our staff and aid them to
look their very best, it was also a pilot for
a follow-on event. This was designed to
support students who are registered for
KEC’s CAS (Careers Advisory Service) and
provide guidance on dressing to impress at
a job interview.
This second session was held on Friday
12 November, and was attended by a dozen
students (and a couple of members of staff
who had heard such good things about
the first session that they wanted in on the
action!). Those present found it equally as
useful, and insightful, as the employees
did.
The event was held as a part of the CAS
Breakfast Club – although it was billed as a
brunch club as it started later than usual.
The attendees found the workshop was
beneficial to them; it was appreciated by
all the students and staff (especially as they
were treated to sandwiches, crisps and
drinks from the new NCL Tuck Shop).
During the workshop, Cliff created the
perfect balance between humour and
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Dress to
Impress

education ensuring the engagement of
all attendees, who absorbed knowledge
concerning what colours and styles, suited
each individual’s body type.
The session opened with a task to
identify each person’s personality traits
too (creative/dramatic/romantic/classic/
natural/city chic); have a look at the
pictures and see if you can guess who was
which of these types from amongst the

attendees!
There were also comparisons with
popular film stars, which were fun, but
which also got the message across. All
the students, and staff, received their own
personal colour palette swatch of materials.
There were requests for future sessions on
makeup and an advanced workshop. Keep
your eyes on future communications to
learn more – and join in!
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Cadbury

World

I

t’s a classic story, loved
by millions. Willy Wonka
and Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory. For
our BA Top Up and FdA
students, the story came
to life when they visited
Cadbury’s World, it was
nothing short of diving
into a chocolatey World.
Our students discovered
the origins of the cocoa
bean amidst trees and
waterfalls in the Aztec
Jungle, before jumping
on board the magical
Cadabra ride and visiting
the Chocolate Adventure

zone
which
was
enthralling for students
and staff alike.
There were 14 zones
showcasing
the
chocolate-making
history
and
process
this was followed up
with
an
educational
talk
complementing
our student’s choice of
study. Primarily focusing
on customer service,
business operations and
business strategies. The
day provided our students
with the knowledge and
an overview of the UK’S

confectionery
market,
the
marketing
mix,
market research and
product lifecycle. This
insight will support our
students already existing
knowledge to progress
in their own career paths
in their not-so-distant
entrepreneurial futures.
All students thoroughly
enjoyed the day from
beginning to end, the
journey itself was filled
with entertainment on the
executive coach, students
were singing and dancing
to the music excited for

the end destination. We
were welcomed with
the aroma of the famous
Cadbury chocolate that
we all know and love.
Students were treated to
a delicious pot of warm
liquid Cadbury Dairy Milk
samples and also were
able to purchase speciality
chocolates during the
tour.
The
feedback
throughout the day was
nothing short of excellent.
It was a day that will be
remembered and shared
as memories with loved
ones for years to come.
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Student

Spotlight
See inside for more
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Student Spotlight

Robert Kaleja

By MJ Appaqaq
KEC Work-Based Learning Officer

Tell me a little bit about RK Muscles.
RK Muscles is a vitamin and supplement
company. I try to help people who
want to gain muscle mass, with effective
training and with weight gain. The
vitamins help with immunity systems,
improve health and help with energy
boosts to help in getting fit.
How did you get started and what
inspired you to start selling your
own products?
Basically, what inspired me with the
supplements is because I’m a personal
trainer as well, so I know a lot about
the body, how the body works, what
the body needs and how to get help
someone achieve their body goals
through training and diet. I start with
their vision; where they want to be – my

goal as a personal trainer is to help them
achieve this.
What is your goal for your RK
Muscles – where do you see it going
in the next 2-3 years?
My vision is to expand RK Muscles as a
brand. I want it to be seen by people as
a brand you can use to help with your
fitness goals. People don’t realise that
what is happening with covid - I see a
lot of people who have found it hard to
look after their health. I want to help to
make people healthier and make people
understand that the body needs this.
For example, if they’re not keeping fit,
it will impact their immune system. If
your immune system is low, it can have
a knock-on effect. My personal goal is to
achieve success in the business. I want
people to know that this business comes
from a place of caring about the health of
its customers.
What type of supplements do you
stock?
Some of my most popular sales are from
Whey muscles, Big Meal, Thermoburn,

RK Muscles
healthy liver, first immunity system and
fish oil.
How do you choose which
supplements would be best to sell
to an individual? For example, if I
came to you and said I wanted more
energy at the gym, what would you
recommend?
The way I choose vitamins and
supplements is more about what the
customer’s fitness goals are and what
they really need to get healthy. For
example, there are a lot of people who
couldn’t go to the gym and couldn’t
exercise during lockdowns. So, for
example, their immune system itself is
low. The body is not working as it should
because it doesn’t have exercise. In this
case, I would recommend Thermoburn
as it helps to helps lose weight and boost
the immune and the nervous systems.
What is your best-selling product
and why?
The Thermoburn right now! People are
looking to lose the weight, so they’re
looking for something to lose weight
quickly, like a kickstart.
What course are you studying at
Nelson College London?
I’m currently studying the BA Top-Up in
Business Studies, and started with the
HND in Business.
What made you want to go back to
education?
I wanted to study more and get
knowledge for the future. I wanted to
learn more about how businesses work.
When I start my business I wanted to be
more successful. RK muscles as been
around since the start of 2021.
What has been the most
challenging part of your studies
with Nelson College London so far?
The first thing for me was time
management as I live in Leicester.
Timing can be a bit difficult! I have
noticed that my timing is not that good,
so I decided to leave my house a bit
earlier and give myself plenty of time to
get here even if it means I get in early.
What have you learnt about in-class
that you have been able to apply to
your business?
I’ve learnt a lot about how to start
a business and how to work with a
strategy. How I can make sure that my
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strategy will work to make it a success. I
look at other businesses and how they
succeed and apply it to my business,
research other business, what do they do
well and how can I use that?
What strategies do you use to
generate new customers?
I use marketing emails, promotional
messages, word of mouth,
recommendations and even door-todoor leafleting. I try to cover all my
bases!
How much time do you put into
your business on a weekly basis?
I do spend a bit more time with my
business because I’m trying to expand
and I’m really trying not to make any
mistakes. I’m always trying to make sure
that my customer care is up to scratch. I
want my customers to come back to my
products again and again.
Do you have a particularly busy
time of the year?
This is my first full year in operation, but
as January is a very busy time for gyms I
think that will impact the business!
Diet has a lot to do with
maintaining a good routine at the

gym – what does your diet usually
consist of?
Basically, in the morning I eat more fibrerich foods, lunch is usually rice and tuna
and then chicken to get protein at night.
Before a workout I usually eat something
like bananas or oranges, protein shakes,
yogurt, sometimes eggs – I try to get
my vitamins before training and more
carbohydrates.
What is one bit of advice you would
give anyone who is thinking of
starting out a new business?
I would suggest that when you are
starting a business, make sure you have a
strong vision. Think about what products
you have that will keep customers
coming back; things that customers need
and can’t do without.
What is one bit of advice you would
give anyone who is thinking of
starting a course at Nelson College
London?
I would say choose this college because
the teachers always help you and the
staff are really helpful, if some of us what
to start a business, they will actually
spend the time to help us.
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GRADUATION
A

fter an enforced hiatus, the Nelson
College London Graduation event
returned with a bang! Students
who had studied their Business HND,
and some who had gone on to their BA
(Hons) Business (Top up), attended the
City Gates venue on Tuesday 23 November
to receive their well-deserved scrolls from
the College’s Principal, Professor Geoffrey
Alderman.
On Thursday 25 November, it was the
turn of the HND Hospitality Management
and, some of the BA (Hons) Hospitality
Management (Top up) students to attend.
There was a tangible hum of excitement
throughout the City Gates auditorium as
the students started to arrive, checking in
at the front desk, popping across to KEC
to register for the Alumni Association, and
then onto the third desk to complete an
exit survey. The necessary completed, they
then made their way to the fourth floor to
be dressed in their formal graduation gown.
At every stage of the process, students had
been taking selfies and group photos with
their peers and with College staff – now
that grew exponentially as they dressed for
the occasion!
At 13:00, a hush fell over the central
hall as the procession of distinguished
members of staff, led by the Principal,
walked through to take their places on
the stage. Bruce A J McLauchlan acted
as Master of Ceremonies, with speeches

made by Geoffrey Alderman (Principal),
Aaron Porter (Chair of the Board of
Governance), David Douglas (Head of
Programme Delivery (All Programmes)),
Mudassar Mehmood (Academic Manager
(HND Programmes) / Programme Leader
& Chief IV (HND Business)), and Margaret
Amakwah (Programme Leader & Chief IV
(HND Hospitality Management) / Lecturer
(HND HM)). Perhaps the two most wellreceived speeches, however, came from the
two students, who, as elected Best Students,
spoke on behalf of all student cohorts
(2018 and 2019); Francis Kofi Brebson, for
Business and Muhammad Usman Sethi, for
Hospitality.
The occasion also recognised those
lecturers who had, based upon feedback
from students, been voted as best lecturers.
Ousman Kolley and Daniel Tom-Joe were
acknowledged, the former for Business and
the latter for Hospitality.
The formal parts of the day ended with
professionally taken portrait photographs
of all the students, before gowns were
returned and final farewells said – farewells,
not goodbyes: once you are part of the
Nelson College family, it is for life!
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STAFF INTRODUCTION
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IRFAN ABDULALI

OANA PAPUC

DR MD AL-AMIN

Previous Experience: I have a
wealth of experience from different
backgrounds. I am a qualified
Physiotherapist. From university I
ran the family business which was a
Pharmacy for 17 years. I had 22 staff
from various backgrounds, socioeconomic, religions and pathways. At
the same time, I owned a restaurant
(probably the most difficult business I
have ever run).
My latest role was Senior Sales
Negotiator for Countrywide PLC.
My role there was to sell property,
sell the conveyancing and financial
services and of course negotiate
the price between the vendor and
purchasers.
In terms of what I would like to
achieve, first and foremost, what can
I bring to the table. What business
can I bring? I like to bring my energy
of connecting people, enjoying my
work and simply working hard.
My main strength is joining people
together and negotiating problems.
Simply I am a problem solver and
always look for the best solution.
Making sure to not disturb the
peaceful work environment that
should be created whilst maintaining
the business.
I hope to bring positivity to my role
long with my excellent customer
service which should make the new
students feel welcome in their new
environment.
s.arora@nelsoncollege.co.uk

My name is Oana Papuc and I would
like to introduce myself. I started my
journey at Nelson College two years
ago , I have been study TOP-UP
Degree BUSINESS and also joined
as a Covid -19 test staff member.
With restrictions lifted and the
centre closed I have now joined the
IT department as an Admin Officer
. I am enjoying my role and I am
happy to deal with all the students
and I look forward to working with
everyone in the college and hope to
learn a lot during my time here.

My name is Dr Md Al-Amin, recently
I have started working as a visiting
lecturer of Business and Hospitality
Management (Top-up) at Nelson
College London, Gants Hill campus.
I have immense experience as a
business management lecturer
and consultant. I am relished
to use my experience to create
learning environments that bolster
the student’s views. So, they can
be the master of their academic
subjects. Nevertheless, I am always
intent to seek out, discover, and
praise all students toward learning,
particularly those who are failing or
underachieving. Should you have
any queries please do not hesitate
to contact me at
al-amin@nelsoncollege.ac.uk

ALINA STOIAN

SAMIUN NAHAR

EVA CSERI
My name is Samiun Nahar, recently
joined at Nelson College London
as a Student Support Lecturer. I am
pleased to work with a dedicated
team who are keen to provide
necessary support to the students.
I hope to enjoy my time here and
gain experience from this nice
academic atmosphere.

My name is Alina Stoian, I just joined Nelson’s College
team in the role of Receptionist. My previous job role
was as a letting agent; however, I have many years of
experience in customer service and I plan to use it all
to greet our students, help them with their enquires
or issues and assist them along their attendance
at the college. I hope to bring a new energy in the
reception and I look forward to working with everyone
in the college and to progress in my career. For any
enquiries do not hesitate to contact me at
a.stoian@nelsoncollege.ac.uk

I would like to introduce myself. My
name is Eva Cseri and I am working
as an Academic Administrator
Trainee. I started my journey at
Nelson College London 4 years
ago. I have finished my HND in
Hospitality course, the TOP-UP
Degree and the MA International
Business (Hospitality) Program. I
am really appreciating for Nelson
College for all advice and support.
I am excited to get this opportunity
and it will an absolute pleasure to
be able to work here.
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BAME Workshop

If you Can’t Join
Them, Beat Them!

O

n 12 October, 2021, Nelson
College London welcomed
Eugene Dwaah, the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) at Evolution
Sports Group & Bridgestone Sports
Facilities, who delivered a targeted
workshop specifically for BAME
(Black Asian & Minority Ethnic)
students under a title that took a wellknown phrase and rearranged the
words, to become: if you can’t join
them, beat them. It was a titled which
described well the approach behind
the workshop.
Students from both Gants Hill
and Ilford campuses were invited to
attend.
For the first segment of the
workshop, Eugene drew on his own
personal experiences, describing
the hardships that he and his family
had faced as a young man. He talked
about his background and also

focused on how he had overcome all
the challenges and barriers that he
had faced.
Eugene then went on to use his
business as an example; he explained
his approach and detailed what he
felt that it takes to run an effective
company.
The focus was not simply on Eugene’s
own Company; he also discussed a
few of his business competitors with
the students, organisations such as:
The FA and, by contrast, grassroots
football. At the same time, he also
mentioned that his inspiration is to be
like The Premier League. What a great
inspiration to declare!
The session closed with a formal
question and answer session, although
there had been good engagement
throughout the event, with students
pitching in questions as they occurred
to them.

VISHWANI BHOJA

ASHMITA RIYA

Useful links
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Social
Media

NCL Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/
NelsonCollegeLondon
KEC Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/nclkec/
NCL Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/
nelsoncollegelondon/
KEC LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/
nclkec/
NCL LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/school/
nelsoncollegelondon/
NCL Alumni LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/
nelson-college-london-alumniassociation/
KEC Twitter
https://twitter.com/nclkec (@
NCLKEC)

My name is Vishwani and I am a
Student Support Tutor at the Gants
Hill campus. I am excited to be
working here and I have received
such a warm welcome, especially
for my birthday! I have an undergraduate degree in Education
Studies as well as being a Mental
Health First Aider. It takes me a
while to remember names and
faces so if I ignore you, it’s not on
purpose, I swear!

My name is Ashmita Riya. I am
an IT Officer at Nelson College
London. I have recently moved to
London. I have been a software
developer for about 4 years ever
since I got introduced to Python,
the programming language
not the snake. I am hopeful of
enjoying my time working with
Nelson College and I’ll be looking
forward to creating exciting
memories.

NCL Twitter
https://twitter.com/nelson_college
(@nelson_college)
KEC YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/c/
NCLKnowledgeExchangeCentre/
videos
NCL YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/c/
NelsonCollegeLondon/videos “
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O

n Friday 14 January 2022, there
was a real buzz going on at The
Barbican Centre. Why? It was
the London Metropolitan University
Graduation
event;
students
who
had studied at London Metropolitan
University were joined by those from
partner intuitions, such as Nelson College
London, for their Walk of Fame across the
stage.
They were treading the same Barbicanboards that have previously been graced
by: Cerys Matthews; DJ Prichard G. Jams
aka Aphex Twin; Grayson Perry; a trio
of B’s: BBC Symphony Orchestra, Ballet
Black and Benedict Cumberbatch; and,
on 8 October 1985, the world premiere
of Les Misérables.
Distinguished
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London Metropolitan

Graduation
company indeed!
As you can see
from the assembled photographs, our
students, who had studied on one of our
BA Honours Top Up courses, in either
Business or Hospitality Management,
or on one of our FdA courses, were
supremely proud of their achievement.
Well done to all of you!

FIND US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Graduation marks such an important
milestone in the life of a student; it
means that they have achieved their goal;
succeeded in their endeavours.
And, of course, it also marks new
beginnings, as they progress onwards and
upwards into their own personal futures!
Study hard, and that will be you, too!

nelsoncollegelondon

WELFARE
TEAM COFFEE
MORNINGS
T

he welfare team is regularly
organizing coffee mornings. All
students are invited to join. The
sessions offer the students a safe place
to provide feedback and network with
students and staff. Please follow NCL social
media for the dates
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Ilford Campus Cookery books
Project for Good Attendance

T

he cookery book
was
compiled
and published
by Nelson College with
the help of students
from various ethnic
backgrounds featuring
their best cuisines and

ingredients used to
prepare their favourite
country
dish.
The
book contains images,
recipes and step by
step process to prepare
different kinds of food
which is a great asset

at the kitchen or can
be stored as a souvenir
which students can
keep for life.
As part of measures to
celebrate the wonderful
achievements
of
our
students,
the

college decided to
award students with
good
attendance,
good submission of
assignments and great
engagement in class
with a copy of the
cookery book.

These books were
given out by Emmanuel
(Librarian
Ilford
Campus), Ceylan (HR
Assistant) and Mahzar
(Lecturer) at the start
of
the
September
academic term.

nelsoncollegelondon
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Jan - Mar 2022

KEY MEETINGS
Principal’s Executive Group

Usually every 2 weeks

Review and Approval of HND Business Assignment Briefs and Unit

07-Jan-22

Handbooks (Ilford)
Review and Approval of HND Hospitality Management Assignment Briefs and

12-Jan-22

Unit Handbooks (Gants Hill)
APP Steering Group

13-Jan-22

Academic Assessment Panel for HND Business

25-Jan-22

Knowledge Exchange Centre Committee

26-Jan-22

Academic Assessment Panel for HND Hospitality Management

27-Jan-22

Ethics Committee

28-Jan-22

Programme Committee for HND Hospitality Management (Gants Hill) +

03-Feb-22

Training
LondonMet Progression Board - FdA Hospitality Management

09-Feb-22

Programme Committee for HND Business (Ilford) + Training

15-Feb-22

LondonMet Academic Assessment Panel

16-Feb-22

APP Steering Group

22-Feb-22

Knowledge Exchange Centre Committee

23-Feb-22

Student Representatives Committee for all Pearson and LMU programmes

24-Feb-22

(Gants Hill and Ilford) + Training
Academic Re-Assessment Panel for HND Hospitality Management

28-Feb-22

Prevent Steering Group

01-Mar-22

Equality and Diversity Committee

02-Mar-22

Quality Assurance and Enhancement Committee for all Pearson and LMU

03-Mar-22

programmes + Training
BA (Hons) Business (Top Up) Course Committee + Training

07-Mar-22

BA (Hons) Hospitality Management (Top-up) Course Committee + Training

07-Mar-22

FdA Business Course Committee + Training

08-Mar-22

FdA HM Course Committee + Training

08-Mar-22

MA Course Committee + Training

09-Mar-22

Academic Re-Assessment Panel for HND Business

10-Mar-22

Academic Planning Committee

11-Mar-22

Audit, Risk Management and Remuneration Committee

14-Mar-22

Pre-Academic Board Meeting

15-Mar-22

Re-Assessment Panel LondonMet Courses

16-Mar-22

Student Access and Success Steering Group

17-Mar-22

Standardisation Meeting and Markers and IV Training (HND Business)

18-Mar-22

Standardisation Meeting and Markers and IV Training (HND Hospitality

21-Mar-22

Management)
Academic Board

23-Mar-22

Knowledge Exchange Centre Committee

29-Mar-22

Joined Board of Governance + Board of Directors

13-Apr-22

Standardisation Meeting and Markers and IV Training (LMU Programmes, GH)

13-May-22

nelsoncollegelondon
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w/c 07-Feb-22

AMR visit

2022, TBC

External Examiner Visit - HND Business (Ilford)

2022, TBC

External Examiner Visit - HND Hospitality Management (Gants Hill)

2022, TBC

Annual Quality and Monitoring meeting with LMU

2022, TBC

Periodic (Quinquennial) Review - LMU Programmes

2022, TBC

Periodic (Quinquennial) Review - HND Programmes

2023, TBC

HOLIDAYS
New Year’s Day

03-Jan-22

Good Friday

15-Apr-22

Easter Monday

18-Apr-22

Early May Bank Holiday

02-May-22

Spring Bank Holiday

02-Jun-22

Boxing Day

26-Dec-22

Christmas Day

27-Dec-22

reakfast Club
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www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

Join us for the CAS
Breakfast Club
Hosts

Azeezunnisa (Farah) Maiz
Administrative Executive KEC
Sharifah Ahmed
NCL Careers Advisor
Contact
Farah Maiz
a.maiz@nelsoncollege.ac.uk

C|A|S

Opportunities don't happen,
you create them

nelsoncollegelondon
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Marketing and Recruitment Team

SHIRAJ ISLAM
Head of Marketing and Recruitment

SHAMSHAR RAHMAN
Marketing and Recruitment Manager

KABIR OMOTOYE

LUMINITA AGACHE

Marketing and
Recruitment Supervisor

Marketing and
Recruitment Supervisor

IRFAN ABDULALI

JUDIAN JOSEPH

JOHN KARICKA

Student Ambassador

Student Ambassador

Recruitment and Widening
Access officer

MIZANUR RAHMAN

SADAF NAEEM

KULJIT KAUR

ANDY MALONGA

SYDUL MAMUN

Marketing and
Recruitment Officer

Marketing and
Recruitment Officer

Marketing and
Recruitment Officer

Marketing and
Recruitment Officer

Marketing and
Recruitment Officer

PETRA AKSU

TAHER UDDIN

Marketing and
Recruitment Officer

Marketing and
Recruitment Officer
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